The unit cell contains 360 DMF molecules, which have been treated as a diffuse contribution to the overall scattering without specific atom positions by SQUEEZE/PLATON.
Refinement of F^2^ against ALL reflections. The weighted R-factor wR and goodness of fit S are based on F^2^, conventional R-factors R are based on F, with F set to zero for negative F^2^. The threshold expression of F^2^ > 2sigma(F^2^) is used only for calculating R-factors(gt) etc. and is not relevant to the choice of reflections for refinement. R-factors based on F^2^ are statistically about twice as large as those based on F, and Rfactors based on ALL data will be even larger. ; 
;
All esds (except the esd in the dihedral angle between two l.s. planes) are estimated using the full covariance matrix. The cell esds are taken into account individually in the estimation of esds in distances, angles and torsion angles; correlations between esds in cell parameters are only used when they are defined by crystal symmetry. An approximate (isotropic) treatment of cell esds is used for estimating esds involving l. The following ALERTS were generated. Each ALERT has the format test-name_ALERT_alert-type_alert-level. Click on the hyperlinks for more details of the test.
Alert level A
PLAT602_ALERT_2_A VERY LARGE Solvent Accessible VOID(S) in Structure !
Alert level B
PLAT049_ALERT_1_B Calculated Density less than 1.0 gcm-3 . 
